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SUMMARY Recently Peer-to-Peer Content Delivery Networks (P2P
CDNs) have attracted considerable attention as a cost-effective way to dis-
seminate digital contents to paid users in a scalable and dependable manner.
However, due to its peer-to-peer nature, it faces threat from “colluders” who
paid for the contents but illegally share them with unauthorized peers. This
means that the detection of colluders is a crucial task for P2P CDNs to pre-
serve the right of contents holders and paid users. In this paper, we propose
two colluder detection schemes for P2P CDNs. The first scheme is based
on the reputation collected from all peers participating in the network and
the second scheme improves the quality of colluder identification by using
a technique which is well known in the field of system level diagnosis. The
performance of the schemes is evaluated by simulation. The simulation
results indicate that even when 10% of authorized peers are colluders, our
schemes identify all colluders without causing misidentifications.
key words: Peer-to-Peer, content delivery network, colluder detection, rep-
utation, PMC model

1. Introduction

Recently Peer-to-Peer Content Delivery Networks (P2P
CDNs) have attracted considerable attention as a way to de-
liver large digital contents to many users in a cost-effective
and dependable manner [4], [5], [18]. Contents delivery in a
P2P CDN is typically invoked by the owner of a media file
by pushing a copy of the file to the P2P overlay, and once a
copy is being available in the network, it will be delivered
to the authorized recipients by repeating local communica-
tions among nearby peers. In the literature, a number of
contents delivery systems have been proposed and the effec-
tiveness of such systems is quantitatively evaluated by sim-
ulation. However, although it would be certainly effective
compared with traditional Client/Server systems, due to its
“peer-to-peer” nature, P2P CDN face several critical issues
if we wish to deploy it commercially [14]. In particular, a
quick identification and exclusion of colluders is a crucial
issue in (commercial) P2P CDNs, where colluder means a
peer which paid for the contents but tries to illegally share
the contents with other unauthorized peers.

Meanwhile, in open distributed systems such as P2P
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CDNs and P2P file sharing systems, the reputation of peers
plays an important role in deciding an appropriate action
of individual peers. In fact, in order to avoid the risk of
conducting suspicious transactions, each peer should prefer
to the interaction with good-reputation peers rather than the
interaction with bad-reputation peers. Thus far, a number
of P2P reputation systems have been proposed in the litera-
ture, which includes EigenTrust [7], PeerTrust [17], Power-
Trust [21], and others. Thus, it seems to be a reasonable
approach to apply such P2P reputation systems to detect col-
luders in P2P CDNs, as we could compare trustworthy peers
to good-reputation peers and colluders to bad-reputation
peers.

Unfortunately however, we can not directly apply those
techniques to the collusion detection in P2P CDNs since
conventional P2P reputation systems are aimed to merely
protect each peer from being interacted with malicious
peers [6], [12]. In contrast, the objective of colluder detec-
tion in P2P CDNs is to protect the right of content own-
ers (i.e., copyright holders) by identifying malicious peers
and by proactively excluding them. Thus, in order to apply
P2P reputation systems to the colluder detection problem,
we need to significantly increase the quality of colluder de-
tection in such a way that it identifies almost all colluders
without misidentifying non-colluder peers. In our previous
paper [1], we introduced the notion of reputation to improve
the quality of the decoy-based colluder detection scheme
proposed by Lou and Hwang [10]. However, our previous
scheme merely qualifies the peers to be selected as decoy
and the qualification of other peers was remained open in
our previous paper.

In this paper, we propose two colluder detection
schemes. Our main concern in designing a high quality col-
luder detection scheme is as follows:

1. We need to detect as much colluders as possible in an
early stage of the colluder detection, as undetected col-
luder keeps leaking contents illegally.

2. We need to avoid wrong detection of trustworthy peers,
as they pay for the contents and act legally.

3. We have to keep the overhead as low as possible.

The first scheme tries to identify a set of colluders us-
ing the notion of reputations, as in our previous scheme.
More concretely, we introduce two types of reports con-
cerned with the trustworthy of the target peer, called normal
report and decoy report, and update scores representing the
trustworthiness of peers by successively receiving such re-
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ports (the reader should note that in the proposed schemes,
evaluation of target peers is conducted by each peer although
those reports are accumulated to a centralized manager).
The second scheme adopts a model originally proposed for
the system level diagnosis of autonomous systems to in-
crease the accuracy of colluder identifications. The possi-
bility of misidentifications can be bounded very small by
using the second scheme, although there is a trade-off be-
tween the accuracy and the detection speed since the accu-
racy of colluder detection significantly degrades if the num-
ber of collected reports becomes small. The performance
of the proposed schemes is evaluated by simulation. The
simulation results indicate that the first scheme successfully
detects almost all colluders if 10% of peers are colluders,
and can keep the number of misidentifications at zero even
if 30% of peers are colluders. On the other hand, the second
scheme detects all colluders without making misidentifica-
tion if 10% of peers are colluders, although it makes few
misidentifications if 30% of peers are colluders.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 reviews related works. Section 3 describes a
model of P2P CDNs as well as a model of colluders. Sec-
tions 4 and 5 describe the details of the proposed schemes.
Section 6 describes the simulation results. Finally, Sect. 7
concludes the paper with several topics for future work.

2. Related Works

There are several proposals concerned with P2P CDNs. In
contrast to conventional CDNs based on the Client/Server
model, the content delivery in P2P CDNs is realized by the
mutual exchange of shared files among participating client
peers. Although such a P2P technology could improve the
system performance as well as the availability and the scala-
bility [2], there are several issues to be addressed if we wish
to deploy it as a commercial system [14]. One of such cru-
cial issues is an illegal sharing of the contents among peers,
which results in serious disadvantages such as copyright vi-
olations.

A typical approach to realize a secure content deliv-
ery in P2P environment is to use Digital Right Management
(DRM) technology [8], [15], [19], [20]. DRM controls the
usage and the redistribution of digital contents using several
key technologies such as public-key cryptography. While
the use of DRM certainly realizes a content protection, it
still faces several limitations such as the platform compat-
ibility and the trade off between privacy and anonymity of
the users [9], [11].

Another approach to fight copyright violations in P2P
CDNs is to “detect” an illegal sharing of the contents during
the distribution process, which is expected to be more ef-
fective and more user-friendly than DRM-based approaches.
The reader should note that in constructing commercial con-
tent delivery systems, we can use DRM with reputation-
based schemes in a combined manner to keep the security
of the resulting systems high. To date, there are only few
colluder detection schemes designed for P2P CDNs. Lou

and Hwang proposed a randomized scheme with a proactive
contents poisoning method [10]. Their scheme conducts a
colluder detection based on a set of reports collected from
client peers similar to existing P2P reputation systems, al-
though it assumes that all colluders behave in a lenient way
such that they respond to any request received from the other
peers while such a situation rarely happens in the real world.

Sherman et al. took a different approach called trusted
auditing to detect colluders in trusted P2P CDNs [16]. In
their approach, contents owner operates Trusted Auditors
(TAs) to help finding colluders in the network. Such a hy-
brid approach incurs contents owners an additional cost to
operate TAs, which will become higher as the number of
client peers increases. In addition, although it could re-
cruit TAs from the set of client peers in order to overcome
such a scalability issue, it is generally difficult to find fully
trusted peer to be recruited as a TA. In this paper, we pro-
pose a colluder detection scheme for common P2P CDN
platforms similar to [16]. Our scheme is based on a P2P
reputation system which leaves the task of colluder detec-
tion to the clients in the network, and instead of taking a
hybrid approach as in [16], we adopt a centralized server
called Management Server (MS) to control the overall rep-
utation management including the aggregation of reputation
reports. More specifically, in our scheme, the role of TAs is
divided into two parts, i.e., the check of the status of target
peers and the calculation of suspicious peers from the out-
come of such checks, and the first role is distributed to all
peers participating in the network. The reader should note
that the load of the second task is much lower than the load
of the first task.

3. Model

This section describes a model of colluders in (commercial)
P2P CDNs. See Fig. 1 for illustration. To purchase a digi-
tal content, a user contacts a centralized content provider’s
portal (Step 1) and after completing the payment, she will
receive a “token” corresponding to the purchased contents
(Step 2) which is used to authorize her to download the pur-
chased contents. Then the peer joins the P2P network to
share the content to other authorized peers (Steps 3 and 4),
while a colluder may illegally share the content to unautho-
rized peers (Step 5). During the file transfer, peers authenti-
cate one another to make sure that they share the file only to
authorized peers, which is verified by the token obtained on
purchasing†.

If all peers in the P2P network are trustworthy, it is not
difficult to allow authorized peers to successfully receive re-
quested files and to reject any download request received
from unauthorized peers. Unfortunately however, in actual

†In the literature, several authentication methods during the
download process have been proposed [10], [16], but we do not
consider such methods in detail because it is beyond the scope of
our work. In this paper, we will simply assume that such an au-
thentication correctly works and each peer could easily verify the
authorization of peers to any file.
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Fig. 1 Procedure of content purchasing in P2P CDNs with a colluder.

P2Ps, there may exist several “dishonest” peers called col-
luders which illegally share purchased contents to unautho-
rized peers. Since the existence of colluders significantly
loses the benefit of the owner of paid contents, it is strongly
required to identify all colluders and punish them if neces-
sary.

Such a leaking of contents can be easily stopped by
removing the access right from the colluder if there is a
mechanism to identify colluders. Thus in the following, we
assume that there is no such colluder identification mech-
anisms. In our model, each colluder is assumed to follow
Sherman’s observation such that each colluder may illegally
share purchased contents to other peers because they ex-
pect those peers to share other paid contents to them in re-
turn [16]. More concretely, each peer is assumed to conduct
the following steps [16] (see Fig. 2 for illustration):

1. Each colluder tries to find other colluder in the network
to share with, by probing some of its neighbours (arrow
1 in Fig. 2).

2. If some peer responds to the probe (arrow 2), it recog-
nizes them as fellow colluders, and asks them to form
a cluster to illegally share contents among members of
the cluster (arrow 3).

3. To avoid being detected easily, each colluder chooses
a finite strategy called growth factor, which reflects the
minimum cluster size to which it aims to belong at the
end of the download session.

4. The selected value of the growth factor, which is re-
ferred to as GF hereafter, affects the behaviour of the

Fig. 2 Model of colluders.

colluder in the following manner: 1) it repeats prob-
ing and keeps responding to any incoming probe until
it discovers at least GF −1 other colluders, and 2) after
finding GF − 1 fellow colluders, it stops probing, and
in the succeeding steps, it refuses any probe received
from other peers.

In this paper, we do not discuss the way of determining an
appropriate value of parameter GF because it is out of scope
of our proposal.

4. First Scheme

4.1 Outline

In the first scheme, the reputation of peer i is represented in
the form of a reputation score ri (∈ [0, 1]), which is calcu-
lated by aggregating two different types of reports received
from peers in the system, i.e., normal report and decoy re-
port. The outline of the scheme is described as follows.

• Each peer periodically reports the behavior of its neigh-
bors in the P2P overlay in the form of normal report
to the centralized server called the Management Server
(MS), where each report is weighted with the reputa-
tion score of the reporter. Then any peer which tried
to form a cluster with other colluders is penalized by
decreasing the reputation score.
• Each peer probabilistically acts as a decoy and asks its

neighbors to form an illegal cluster. Neighbors who
agreed to form an illegal cluster will be penalized by
decreasing the reputation score, where such an action
is notified to the MS by the decoy in the form of decoy
report.
• A peer whose reputation score becomes lower than a

predetermined threshold is regarded as a colluder, and
is removed its authorization.

More concretely, the reputation score of each peer is
calculated by using another score ci called collision score
in the following manner:
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ri := 1 − ci

γ
, (1)

where γ (> 0) is a constant called collusion threshold and
the way of updating ci with normal and decoy reports will
be described in the succeeding subsections. The reader
should note that all scores, along with peers’ authorization
are maintained by the MS.

4.2 Normal Report and Decoy Report

In P2P CDNs, each peer periodically updates the set of
neighbors in the P2P overlay. For example, the choke algo-
rithm used in BitTorrent protocol updates the set of neigh-
bors every 20 seconds by default [3]. A session for a peer
is the time period which starts when the peer connects to its
current neighbors and ends when it disconnects the link with
some of its neighbors. Normal report concerned with each
neighbor is issued at the end of each session and specifies
whether or not the neighbor has issued a request to form an
illegal cluster during the session, i.e., it takes a binary value.

In the proposed scheme, MS periodically hires several
peers as decoys to mimic the behavior of colluders, i.e., each
decoy broadcasts a request to form an illegal cluster to its
neighbors. If there is a neighbor which returns a positive re-
sponse to the request, the decoy identifies the neighbor as a
malicious peer and notifies the fact to MS with a decoy re-
port, which takes a binary value as in normal reports. Decoy
peers are randomly selected from the set of high reputation
peers, where peer i is regarded as a high reputation peer if
ri > λ for a predetermined threshold λ ∈ (0, 1). Note that the
set of high reputation peers dynamically changes since the
reputation score ri will be updated along with the contents
of aggregated normal and decoy reports.

4.3 Procedures

All reports issued by the peers (including decoys) are aggre-
gated to MS. Consider the following two binary variables
qi j and pi j concerned with the behavior of peer i reported by
peer j (� i):

• Variable qi j indicates whether i asked j to form an ille-
gal cluster in a session. Namely qi j = 1 if and only if i
issued such a request and i is not a decoy.
• Variable pi j indicates whether i responded to a request

issued by decoy j. Namely pi j = 1 if and only if i
returns a positive reply to a request issued by decoy j.

Intuitively,
∑

j(pi j + qi j) represents the total number of
votes indicating i is a malicious peer, and i is likely to be
a colluder if the value becomes large. However, a colluder
might issue false reports to protect fellow colluders (includ-
ing itself) from being detected by MS. If colluders always
falsely report their neighbors’ behavior, i.e., if they report
silent neighbors as a peer asking to form an illegal cluster
and do not report any malicious behavior of its neighboring
colluders, such false reports can significantly affect the en-
tire reputation score. To reduce the impact of such false re-
ports, we normalize the reported values received from peer j

by the total number of reports issued by j. More concretely,
instead of using raw value “pi j + qi j,” we use a normalized
value ni j defined as follows:

ni j :=
pi j + qi j∑

k(pk j + qk j)
. (2)

Note that such a normalization ensures that the sum of val-
ues reported by j is between 0 and 1, and limits the possible
damage due to false reports received from malicious collud-
ers.

Based on such values received during a session, MS
updates the collision score ci of i introduced in the previous
session as follows:

ci := min

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩ci +
∑

j

(r j × ni j), γ

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭ ,

where ri is the reputation score updated using Eq. (1) and γ
is the collision threshold. Note that each normalized report
is weighed with reporter’s reputation score, to ensure that
the report received from malicious peers is less effective.

5. Second Scheme

5.1 Outline

The first scheme implicitly assumes that the report issued by
a colluder is not correct merely in a probabilistic sense and it
is unlikely that a colluder tricks a trustworthy peer into a low
reputation in collusion with the other colluders. Our second
scheme is designed to be resistant to such a “collusion of
colluders.”

The key idea is to adopt a model used for the system
level diagnosis which was proposed by Preparata, Metze,
and Chien in 1967 [13] (it is called the PMC model in the
literature). By applying the PMC model to the reputation
management problem, we could precisely identify a set of
colluders as long as: 1) any non-colluder peer can correctly
check whether a given peer is colluder or not, and 2) the
number of colluders does not exceed the majority of the
peers. In the following, after briefly describing the PMC
model, we describe the details of the proposed colluder de-
tection scheme based on the PMC model.

5.2 PMC Model

Let us consider a collection of peers. The PMC model
assumes that the state of each peer is either “healthy” or
“faulty,” where the healthy state is represented by value 0
and the faulty state is represented by value 1. For any peers
i and j, peer i can test the state of peer j (� i) and the test
result is represented by a binary variable xi j, where

1. if the tester i is healthy, then xi j correctly reflects the
state of j, i.e., xi j = 1 if and only if j is faulty, and

2. if the tester i is faulty, then xi j takes an arbitrary value.

In other words, it assumes that the test result of healthy peer
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is always correct while the test result of faulty peer is not
reliable. In our setting, we could make a natural correspon-
dence between faulty peers and colluders, i.e., we can sim-
ply assume that trustworthy peers are healthy and colluders
are faulty.

5.3 Procedures

In actual P2P reputation systems, we can not guarantee that
every trustworthy peer correctly identifies the set of collud-
ers as in the PMC model, since a colluder might not always
send a message to form an illegal cluster to the neighbours,
nor always return a positive response to a probe message
given by a decoy (in contrast, it is always true that if peer
i reports that j is a colluder, then at least one of i and j is
a colluder, i.e., either peer i correctly recognizes that j is
a colluder or colluder i tells a lie). In order to overcome
such an issue, in the second scheme, we combine our first
scheme with the PMC model. More concretely, our second
scheme works as a “post-process” of the first scheme and it
is invoked when the number of reports concerned with each
peer reaches a predetermined threshold α (> 0).

Let zi be the number of reports indicating that peer i is
a colluder. If zi ≥ α, we judge that i is a colluder and neglect
any report issued by i. If zi = 0, we judge that i is trustwor-
thy and believe all reports issued by i. Let V be the set of
peers and let N = |V |. Thus in the following, without loss
of generality, we assume 1) 0 < zi < α for any i ∈ V , and
2) the number of colluders is at most N/2 − 1 (the reader
should note that the second condition is necessary to cor-
rectly identify a set of colluders). A procedure to recognize
a set of colluders in V conducted by the MS proceeds as fol-
lows. At first, it identifies a maximal set of peers U (⊂ V)
satisfying the following property:

• For any peers i and j in U, there is a sequence of re-
ports which certifies the trustworthy of j by i in a tran-
sitive manner, where the word “transitive” means that
if i recognizes j is trustworthy and j recognizes k is
trustworthy, then i transitively recognizes k is trustwor-
thy (note that such a sequence of reports must exist in
both directions, i.e., from i to j and from j to i).
• U does not contain two peers i and j such that i issues

a report indicating that j is a colluder.

It is known in the literature that if the number of colluders
is less than N/2, then there is a subset U such that the car-
dinality of U is greater than N/2. Thus, after identifying
maximal subset U (with size exceeding N/2), we judge that
all peers in U are trustworthy and then all peers not in U are
colluders.

Of course, the performance and the accuracy of the re-
sulting scheme is sensitive to the selection of parameter α.
In fact, a larger α results in a slower detection speed, since
it must collect at least α × N reports before starting the col-
luder identification step. A slower detection speed increases
the probability of colluders to successfully form an illegal
cluster, and under our model of colluders, once such a clus-

ter is formed, it will never be detected by the other peers
including MS. On the other hand, a smaller α results in a
lower accuracy, since it would easily misidentify colluders
as an trustworthy peer (recall that it judges peer i is trustwor-
thy if zi = 0). In addition, such a misidentification increases
the risk such that a trustworthy peer is misidentified as a
colluder, since the scheme is designed to believe all reports
issued by a peer which has been judged to be trustworthy.
As trustworthy peer pays for the contents and acts legally,
we should keep the possibility of such a misidentification as
small as possible. The impact of parameter α to the perfor-
mance of the scheme will be experimentally evaluated in the
next section.

6. Simulation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
schemes with respect to the accuracy, detection speed, and
the overhead.

6.1 Setup

We consider a P2P CDN consisting of 1000 homogeneous
peers. For each peer, the number of neighbors is maintained
to be 10 to 20, and the link connecting to three selected
neighbors is used to upload chunks of the shared contents.
Such selected neighbors are said to be unchoked and the
remaining neighbors are said to be choked. The selection
of unchoked peers is conducted according to the Tit-for-Tat
strategy adopted in the BitTorrent protocol, and links con-
necting to choked neighbors are used only for the exchange
of the chunk availability information. For every minute,
each peer randomly updates the set of choked neighbors.

The percentage of colluders, which is referred to as the
collusion rate, is varied from 10% to 40%, where 10% in-
dicates that 100 peers among 1000 peers are colluders. Pa-
rameter GF is fixed to five. For every minute, each colluder
issues a probe message to its two to five random neighbors
until it forms an illegal cluster of size (at least) five. Any re-
port issued by a colluder is incorrect. That is, it maliciously
reports its silent neighbors as colluders and does not report
any malicious behavior of its neighboring colluders. The
reader should note that this corresponds to the most diffi-
cult situation for the colluder detection scheme based on the
reputation information. For every two minutes, MS hires
ten random peers as decoys (i.e., 1% of the population are
selected as decoys), where the term of service as a decoy is
two minutes. If a colluder is accidentally chosen as a decoy,
it sends wrong reports concerned with its neighbors.

Parameters specific to the first scheme are fixed as fol-
lows. The initial score of each peer is given as ri := 1 and
ci := 0 for each i. The collision threshold γ used in Eq. (1) is
fixed to 5 and threshold λ which is used to recognize a peer
as a high reputation peer, is fixed to 0.7.

To determine an appropriate value of parameter α,
which is a specific parameter to the second scheme, we con-
ducted a preliminary experiment to evaluate the impact of α
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Fig. 3 Impact of α to the performance of the second scheme.

Table 1 The performance of the first scheme.

Collusion Detected Wrong Completed
rate [%] colluders [%] detection GF

10 99.7 0 0.4
20 94.6 0 11.7
30 77.8 0 70.4
40 57.9 0 174

to the detection speed and the accuracy by fixing the collu-
sion rate to 30%. Figure 3 summarizes the results. In the
figure, “wrong detection” indicates the number of misiden-
tifications of trustworthy peers as a colluder and “Com-
plete GF” means the number of colluders which success-
fully formed an illegal cluster of size five. For each met-
ric, a lower value would be better. As shown in the figure,
there is a trade-off between the detection speed and the accu-
racy; i.e., although we could identify all colluders for α ≤ 6,
it significantly increases the number of wrong detections
(e.g., 18 trustworthy peers are misidentified as a colluder
at α = 6), and on the other hand, although we could avoid
such a misidentification for α ≥ 14, it gradually increases
the number of illegal clusters which could not be detected
by the scheme. In the succeeding simulations, we focus on
the number of misidentifications as the primary metric, and
set the value of α to 14.

6.2 Result

At first, we evaluated the speed of colluder detection. Ta-
ble 1 summarizes the results for the first scheme, where each
value is an average over one hundred runs. As shown in the
table, when the collusion rate is 10%, it detects almost all
colluders, while it allows few colluders to form an illegal
cluster. The number of wrong detections is kept to be zero.
The performance of the scheme becomes worse as the col-
lusion rate increases, and when the collusion rate is 30%, it
could detect only 78% of colluders, namely it misses about
70 colluders (in fact, it allowed 70 colluders to successfully
form an illegal cluster). The reader should note that the
number of undetected peers is smaller than the number of
peers which successfully form an illegal cluster, which is
because few peers are identified as a colluder (immediately)

Table 2 The performance of the second scheme.

Collusion Detected Wrong Completed
rate [%] colluders [%] detection GF

10 100 0 0
20 99.9 0 0.44
30 99.4 0.22 7.31
40 63.3 1.85 174.3

Fig. 4 Overhead of the proposed schemes.

after forming a cluster.
The result for the second scheme is summarized in Ta-

ble 2, which is an average over 50 runs. It is remarkable
that the scheme detects all colluders without making any
misidentification if the colluder rate is 10%. Although the
number of missed colluders slightly increases as the colluder
rate increases, it is still very small compared with the first
scheme. A weak point of the second scheme is that it causes
very small number of misidentifications if the colluder rate
is high, which is because the value of parameter α used in
the experiment was too small to detect all colluders under
such a high collusion rate.

A small communication overhead is another key con-
cern in designing colluder detection schemes applicable to
P2P CDNs. Figure 4 shows the time transition of the com-
munication overhead due to normal and decoy reports per
minute incurred by the proposed schemes assuming that the
overhead of each message is 10 KB and the collusion rate
is 30%. Although the second scheme causes larger over-
head than the first scheme, the amount of the communica-
tion overhead is kept small (e.g., few MB in total) compared
with the total bandwidth necessary for the content delivery.
The reason of the badness of the second scheme is explained
as follows. In both schemes, each peer issues a normal re-
port every session, while such an issue can be skipped in the
first scheme if all neighbors are recognized as trustworthy
in the last session (recall that the first scheme merely counts
the number of reports indicating the maliciousness of the
target peer).

The higher communication overhead in an earlier stage
of the simulation is due to the following reasons: 1) the
number of normal reports issued by honest peers gradually
decreases since we are assuming that the issue of normal
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reports is skipped if all neighbors are recognized to be trust-
worthy or a colluder. 2) the malicious behavior of colluders
such as the issue of wrong reports becomes invisible when
they successfully form an illegal cluster, i.e., we are assum-
ing that colluders in an illegal cluster behaves as an honest
peer.

7. Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we propose two colluder detection schemes for
P2P CDNs. The first scheme maintains the reputation score
of each peer by continuously collecting reports from peers
participating in the system, and the second scheme improves
the quality of the colluder detection in the first scheme by
using a technique used in the system level diagnosis. The
simulation results show that the proposed schemes could
certainly detect all colluders without making misidentifica-
tion provided that the number of colluders is bounded by
10% of the participants.

Possible topics for future work is summarized as fol-
lows:

• We need to evaluate the performance of the proposed
schemes under more practical situations, for example, a
colluder probabilistically conducts malicious action or
it follows a specific strategy besides the growing factor.
• The proposed schemes certainly detect suspected

peers, but there is no guarantee that those peers are
actually colluders. Thus, we need to design a verifica-
tion scheme to increase the accountability of the overall
scheme.
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